Texas primary teacher loses her job for
refusing to sign a pro-Israel oath
Meanwhile, the self-proclaimed advocates and defenders of bourgeois ‘free speech’ stand mutely by.
The following extracts are reproduced from an article by
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New contract conditions
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United States.
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Criminalising support for Palestine
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she “will not boycott Israel during the term of the contract”,
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decision to refrain from purchasing goods from Israeli
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decades-long occupation of the West Bank and Gaza.

official campus censorship are not conservative polemicists

Amawi, as the mother of four young children and a

but pro-Palestinian activists, and the greatest and most

professional speech pathologist, is not a leader of any

severe threat posed to free speech throughout the west is

political movements: she has simply made the consumer

aimed at Israel critics – from the arresting of French citizens

choice to support the boycott by avoiding the purchase of

for the ‘crime’ of wearing “Boycott Israel” T-shirts to

products from Israeli companies in Israel or the occupied

Canadian boycott activists being overtly threatened with

West Bank. She also occasionally participates in peaceful

prosecution to the partial British criminalisation of the

activism in defence of Palestinian self-determination that

boycott of Israel. Put simply, it is impossible to be a credible,

includes advocacy of the global boycott to end the Israeli

effective, genuine advocate of free speech and free

occupation ... Because Amawi, to her knowledge, is the only

discourse without objecting to the organised, orchestrated,

certified Arabic-speaking child’s speech pathologist in the

sustained onslaught of attacks on the free speech and free

district, it is quite possible that the refusal to renew her

association rights undertaken specifically to protect the

contract will leave dozens of young children with speech

Israeli government from criticism and activism. Self-

pathologies without any competent expert to evaluate their

professed free speech defenders who only invoke that

conditions and treatment needs ... The anti-BDS [Boycott,

principle when their political allies are targeted are, by

Divestment and Sanctions] Israel oath was included in

definition, charlatans and frauds. Genuine free speech

Amawi’s contract papers due to an Israel-specific state law

advocates object to censorship even when – arguably

enacted on 2 May 2017 by the Texas state legislature and

especially when – the free speech rights of their political

signed into law two days later ... The bill’s language is so

adversaries are assaulted. Anyone who stands by silently

sweeping that some victims of Hurricane Harvey, which

while Bahia Amawi is forced out of the profession she has

devastated southwest Texas in late 2017, were told that

worked so hard to construct all because of her refusal to

they could only receive state disaster relief if they first

renounce her political views and activism – while the young

signed a pledge never to boycott Israel. That demand was

children she helps are denied the professional support they

deeply confusing to those hurricane victims in desperate

need and deserve – can legitimately and accurately call

need of help but who could not understand what their views

themselves many things. 'Free speech supporter' is most

of Israel and Palestine had to do with their ability to receive

definitely not one of them.

assistance from their state government ... The vast majority
of American citizens are therefore now officially barred from
supporting a boycott of Israel without incurring some form of
sanction or limitation imposed by their state. And the
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relatively few Americans who are still free to form views on
this hotly contested political debate without being officially
punished are in danger of losing that freedom, as more and
more states are poised to enact similar censorship schemes
...

Where are the defenders of free speech?
Meanwhile, though, there is an entire pundit class that has
made very lucrative careers from posing as defenders and
crusaders for free speech ... who fall notoriously silent
whenever censorship is aimed at critics of Israel ... CNN’s
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